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When the law of force is the inverse distance n=l, and the potential of the attracting mass takes a different form. In this case the quantity here called F becomes Sw/(?i~l), and is therefore proportional to the mass of the lody. The theorems therefore of inversion, though they no longer apply to the attractions of bodies, will still enable us to find their masses when their densities vary as some power of the distance from a point. See Quarterly J., 1857.
172.    Some Geometrical properties.   It is convenient to notice that if the
p'Q'            /C2
points P, Q invert into P', Q', then -j?j- = Qp>0g > where PQ, P'Q' are the linear distances between P, Q and P', Q' respectively.    For example the ratio AT!        is
unaltered by inversion; because each letter occurs the same number of times in the numerator and denominator.
173.    To^nd the inverse of a sphere.   Let Q describe a sphere whose centre is (7, and let 0<j). 0<)'=&2. *£et OQQ' cut the primitive sphere in R, then since
f OQ. OR is constant, it follows that OQ'jOR is constant. The locus of Q' is therefore similar to that of R, that is, the inverse is a sphere and 0 is a centre of similitude.
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The centre D of the inverse sphere lies in 0(7 produced, and by the properties of similar figures, is at such a distance from 0 that OD/OC is equal to the constant ratio OQ'/OR. The centre C of the primitive sphere does not invert into the centre D of the inverse sphere, but into some point Cf such that OG. OC'=W. It is easy to see, by similar triangles, that C" lies on the polar line of the centre of inversion 0 with regard to the inverse sphere.
A sphere inverts into a plane when the centre of inversion 0 is on the surface of the primitive sphere. The inverse of a plane with regard to any centre 0 of inversion is a sphere which passes through 0.
A circle is the intersection of two spheres and in general inverts into a circle, ; Vbut when the centre of inversion lies on the circle, the inverse is a straight line. '
Ex. Let P, P' be two inverse points with regard to a sphere S; prove that every sphere passing through P, P' cuts S orthogonally. Conversely, if a sphere Sf cuts S orthogonally and <7PP' is any chord through the centre of S, then P, P' are inverse points with regard to S. See figure of Art. 86.
174. An angle is not altered by inversion. Let PQ, PR be elementary arcs of * two curves wHcn meet in P and are not necessarily in the same plane with the centre 0 of inversion. Let P'Q', P'R' be the inverse arcs, we have to prove that the angles QPR, Q'P'R' are ultimately equal. Describe a sphere through the four points P, Q, R and P'; then since the products 0P. 0P', OQ. OQ' and OR. OR' are equal, the sphere also passes through Qf, Rf. The planes OPQP'Q' and OPRP'R' cut the sphere in two circles whose planes intersect in 0PP'. The opposite angles QPR, Q'P'R' contained by the tangents to these circles are evidently equal by symmetry. It is also evident that the planes of the angle and its inverse, viz. QPR and Q'P'R', make equal angles with the opposite directions of 0PP',                         /

